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Interbank market: Some facts

- Lehman bankruptcy
- Wash.Mu. seized & sold
- US bailout stalls
- Fortis, Wachovia, HRE, B&B
- Glitnir
- ECB corridor narrows

Graph showing:
- 3m Euribor - 3m Eonia swap
- Recourse to deposit facility
- Fine tuning (liq. absorbing)
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- Study interbank market in the presence of counterparty risk
- Parsimonious model to understand some of the mechanisms
- Environment:
  - maturity transformation, tradeoff between liquidity and return
  - idiosyncratic liquidity risk; no aggregate liquidity shocks
  - counterparty risk
- Introduce asymmetric information about counterparty risk:
  - privately-observed shocks to asset risk after portfolio allocation
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<tr>
<th>Date</th>
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<th>$t = 1$</th>
<th>$t = 2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Short-term liquid asset</td>
<td>$-1$</td>
<td>$1$</td>
<td>$1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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- At $t = 0$, banks can invest deposits in two assets:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>$t = 0$</th>
<th>$t = 1$</th>
<th>$t = 2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Short-term liquid asset</td>
<td>$-1$</td>
<td>$1$</td>
<td>$1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long-term illiquid asset</td>
<td>$-1$</td>
<td>$l &lt; 1$</td>
<td>$R$ with prob. $p$, $pR &gt; 1$ or $0$ with prob. $1 - p$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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- Assume: Interbank market anonymous and competitive
Banks offer deposit contracts.
Banks allocate deposits between liquid and illiquid assets.

Idiosyncratic liquidity shocks and shocks to illiquid asset’s risk realized.
Banks borrow and lend on an interbank market at an interest rate $r$.
Additionally, they can liquidate some of their illiquid asset holdings and/or keep cash in reserves.
Impatient consumers withdraw deposits.

The return of the illiquid long-term asset realizes.
Interbank loans are repaid.
Patient consumers withdraw their deposits.
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- **Liquidity provision by the central bank:**
  - subsidized interest rate: $r_{CB} < r$
  - but CB still makes profit ← unit cost of (public) liquidity
  - CB can take on liquidity from lenders → full intermediation

- **Interbank loan guarantees:** must be sufficiently comprehensive
  - full: $1 + r_{FG} = R$; cost: $(1 - p) R \pi_h L_h$
  - partial: $1 + r_{PG} > R$; cost $(\hat{p} - p) (1 + r_{PG}) \pi_h L_h$
  - cost(partial)$ >$ cost(full) possible as $r_{PG} > r_{FG}$

- **Asset purchases:** CB not exposed to liquidity risk
  - price $P > l_0$ = “fire-sale”, $P$ set only to reflect counterparty risk
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